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1. START UP CHECKLIST

You can view an instructional video explaining these steps at myzboard.com



_____ 1.1. OPEN THE BOX AND CHECK CONTENTS. Verify that all the listed contents are

present. If anything is missing or damaged, contact ownership@myzboard.com

before proceeding.

(1) ZBoard Weight-Sensing Electric

Skateboard

(1) Battery Charger

(1) Owner’s Manual

(1) Release of Liability / Registration Form*

(1) Replacement Drive Belt



(1) 1/8” Hex Key

(1) 5/32” Hex Key

(1) 3mm Hex Key

(1) 5mm Hex Key

(1) ZBoard Sticker



*To register your ZBoard, fill this out and email to registration@myzboard.com

_____ 1.2. CHARGE THE BATTERY. For best performance and maximum battery life, make

sure to fully charge your ZBoard before your first ride. First, check that your ZBoard

is powered “off”. Unwrap the charger, plug it into any standard 110V1 outlet, then

insert the 3-pin XLR connector into the mating charge socket in the side of the

battery box. The red LED should light up on the charger. Once this LED has turned

green, your battery is fully charged and ready for its first ride.

1



220V users may require an adapter to connect to an available power source. Read

the charger specifications to verify it will work with available voltage before plugging

in or attempting to charge.



_____ 1.3. FILL OUT AND RETURN THE RELEASE OF LIABILITY INCLUDED IN YOUR

CARTON. This will act as your product registration, and activate your warranty.

Regular wear and tear is not covered by your warranty. Water and debris damage,

and/or improper use or care of your ZBoard and accessories may void your warranty.

We reserve the right to refuse warranty parts and service in accordance with local,

state, and federal law.
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1.4. REVIEW THE FIRST RIDE CHECKLIST:

_____ Are you wearing all necessary safety gear, including—but not limited to—a helmet,

elbow pads, and knee pads? (See Section 4: Safety Warnings for details on safety

guidelines and precautions)

_____ Are you over the age of 18? (See Section 4: Safety Warnings for details on age,

weight, and other restrictions)

_____ Are you in a smooth, flat, open environment free of vehicle and pedestrian traffic,

where electric skateboarding is allowed?

_____ Have you read Section 2: Specifications and Components?

_____ Have you read Section 3: Riding Instructions?

_____ Have you read Section 4: Safety Warnings?



Remember to start slow and work your way up as you familiarize yourself with the

ZBoard’s performance and riding characteristics. HAVE FUN AND BE SAFE!

We highly recommend you keep the box your ZBoard arrives in. This box and the included

custom internal cardboard blocks are ideal if you ever want to ship your ZBoard or check it

as baggage on an airplane.
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2. ZBOARD SPECIFICATIONS

Top Speed*

Range (max)*

Charge Time

Motor

Battery

Weight



ZBoard Classic

15 MPH

5 Miles

~5 Hours

400W Electric



ZBoard Pro

ZBoard SF Special

17 MPH

18 MPH

10 Miles

20 Miles

~5-7 Hours

~5-7 Hours

400W Electric

400W Electric

Lithium Iron

Lithium Iron

Sealed Lead Acid

Phosphate

Phosphate

(SLA)

(LiFePo4)

(LiFePo4)

33 LBS

26 LBS

32 LBS

*Top Speed and Range are dependent on rider weight, riding

style, terrain, and other factors.
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3. RIDING INSTRUCTIONS

There are four main skills required to effectively ride the ZBoard: coasting, accelerating,

braking and turning. This section will discuss each skill in detail.

Practice in a safe, flat area free of obstacles and pedestrian and vehicle traffic.



3.1. THE COAST STANCE

Make sure the power is off (the blue light on the On/Off Switch should not be visible). Step

on to the ZBoard with the “Coast” stance, seen in Figure A.



Figure A: Diagram of someone standing on the board correctly in the “Coast” stance

In the “Coast” stance the rider is neither accelerating nor braking, but rather stationary or

slowing down gradually due to the natural resistance of the motor and bearings. When

coasting downhill, it is best to ride in the “Braking” stance described in Section 3.3, to

maintain optimal control of speed.

The correct “Coast” stance is to orient one’s feet perpendicular to the direction the board is

pointing, with toes flared out slightly.

Get comfortable with the flexibility of the trucks by carefully leaning towards your toes, and

then your heels, bending your knees slightly for balance. Do not yet turn on the board.

If you unfamiliar with board sports, see Section 3.6 for which foot to put forward, along

with other riding techniques.
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3.2. THE ACCELERATION STANCE

With the board still in the “off” position and standing on the ZBoard in the “Coast” position,

flare out your front foot so the ball of your front foot rests on the center of the front

footpad. You should be able to reach this point with your foot at approximately a 45*

angle. If you are unable to reach the center of the footpad, adjust your stance forward and

wider. See Figures B and C to see correct and incorrect acceleration stances. Avoid rotating

your from foot much more than 45* from perpendicular to the board, as pointing your toe

too far forward will make turning difficult and the ride more uncomfortable.



Figure B: The correct “Acceleration” stance.



Figure C: An incorrect “Acceleration” stance. If your front foot is pointed like this, turning

the ZBoard will be difficult and the ride may become uncomfortable.
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3.3. THE BRAKING STANCE

With the board still in the “off” position, return to the “Coast” stance and practice moving

your back foot onto the rear footpad. There are two ways to make this transition:

1) Flare out your rear foot so the ball of your foot rests on the center of the rear footpad,

in a mirror image to the “Acceleration” stance as shown in Figure D below, or

2) If flaring your foot requires a wider stance than is comfortable, you may prefer to make

a slight slide/step with your rear foot to move the ball of your rear foot onto the center

of the rear footpad. Both footpads are intentionally raised above the top surface of the

board so that they can be easily located without requiring the rider to look down. It is

recommended that you practice this maneuver until it comes naturally before turning

your ZBoard “on”.



Figure D: The correct “Braking” stance. Make sure you are able to reach this position

naturally and without looking down before ZBoarding at high speeds.
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3.4. TURNING

With the board still in the “off” position, get into the “Coast” Stance and practice shifting

your weight towards your toes and heels, tilting the deck each way. The more you are able

to tilt the deck, the sharper you will be able to turn. The ZBoard’s trucks are designed to

provide the best combination of stability at speed and turning performance. To achieve

maximum turning ability2, you may need to shift the placement of your feet toward the

edge of the deck. For more tips on turning, see the notes below in Section 3.6.

2



The ZBoard is capable of a minimum turning radius of 6 feet.



3.5. YOUR FIRST RIDE

Once you are comfortable with the “Coast”, “Acceleration”, and “Braking” stances detailed

above, you are ready for your first ride! Step off the board and turn the switch to the “on”

position. An LED will light up on the switch to let you know that it has powered up.

Step onto the board in the “Coast” stance. When comfortable and balanced, flare your

front foot out to the “Acceleration” stance. Press on the front footpad carefully, slowly

applying pressure until the board begins to move. The more pressure you apply to the

footpad, the faster the ZBoard will go. The footpad is most sensitive in the center.

It is important to do this smoothly, as sudden addition of weight will cause the ZBoard to

accelerate more aggressively and make balancing more difficult. Once moving slowly, apply

additional pressure in gradual increments to increase speed and reduce or remove pressure

to coast to a slower desired speed.

Next, try the braking stance. While your ZBoard will coast to a stop, occasionally you’ll want

to use the brake to stop rapidly or modulate pressure to control speed while descending a

hill. Practice shifting your weight onto the brake and braking with different pressures from

different speeds. The ZBoard has regenerative braking to recover some energy from

motion, improving the experience for yourself and your environment.

The ZBoard’s footpads are designed to rise out of the deck so you can feel them with your

feet. Make sure you are able to master all of the above skills without looking down at your

ZBoard.
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